
ADVANCE HRM 

E-Benefit & Repayment Loan* 

Provide a definable table for HR Admin to manage Loan, Monetary assistance given to staff as                
an additional benefit on top of monthly salary. System will help record the duration of the                
repayment period, amount of each deduction and the up to date amount.  

E-Organization Chart Management* 

Human Resource Administrator is able to manage and create maintenance of Organization            
diagrams that visually convey a company's internal structure by detailing the roles,            
responsibilities, and relationships between individuals within an entity. 

E-Performance Appraisal* 

E-Performance Management provides solutions to measure a set of activities and outputs to             
align an organization's goal in an effective and efficient manner. It helps organizations measure              
the performance of a department or section, an employee or the processes in an effort to                
increase efficiency, productivity, and profitability. 
Performance management standards are generally organized and disseminated by senior          
leadership at an organization and by task owners, it can include specifying tasks and outcomes               
of a job, providing timely feedback and coaching, comparing employee's actual performance            
and behaviors with desired performance and behaviors, and link with retraining needs, reward,             
performance based bonus as well as the platform for career advancement. It includes: 
 
From Financial Perspective 
● Grow sales activities  
● Help Reduce operation costs 
● Monitor project overruns 
● Aligns the organization directly behind the CEO's goals 
● Decreases the time it takes to create strategic or operational changes by communicating             

the changes through a new set of goals 
Motivated Workforce 
● Optimizes incentive plans to specific goals for over achievement, not just business as usual 
● Improves employee engagement because everyone understands how they are directly          

contributing to the organizations high level goals 
● Create transparency in achievement of company goals 
● Instill High confidence 
● Aligned decision in achieving business level goals 
Improved Management Control 
● Flexible, responsive to management needs 
● Displays data relationships  
● Simplifies communication of strategic goals with real time planning 
● Provides well documented and communicated feedback  
 



E-Recruitment* 
E-Recruitment Management enables the handling of recruitment and hiring process          
electronically. When implemented and accessible online, it provides a more efficient and time             
saving recruitment tracking process. The system help filter the applications automatically based            
on given criteria such as keywords, skills level, certification, working experience, former            
employers and learning institutions attended.  
E-Recruitment System provides HR departments the primary tools to garner potential           
candidates for available positions within an organization. We offer an integrated hiring solution             
for HRMS which typically encompass: 
● Analyzing personnel usage within an organization 
● Identifying, filter potential candidates  
● Recruitment through company website 
● Compliance management to ensure onboarding candidates follows the given guideline          

Maintain an efficient recruitment cost & effort 
● Tracking & promote internal candidates analytics within the hiring process (time to hire,             

source of hire, turnaround time)  
● Track source of recruiting through online sites or publications 

E-Training Management* 

E-Training management system design for the administration to document, track and generate           
reporting for Training participated by the employee. E-Training management system acts as a             
central software specific to the industry. They can be complemented by other learning             
technologies such as learning management software (LMS) and become part of the learning            
ecosystem of any organization.   

Training management process includes managing and maintaining training records of any           
organization. To manages back-office processes for corporate administration, and typically         
handles training session registration, course administration, tracking, effective monitoring and          
reporting. 

E-Training Management helps organizations to manage in the financial aspects, including           
training budget forecasting and cost-tracking. And it is often used as a tool to regulated               
industries compliance training. Enables organizations the ability to enter, track and manage            
employee training. Each type of activity can be recorded together with the additional data for               
further analysis.  
 

E-Career Development & Succession Planning* 
Career development helps employees record their career stage & improvements which one            
undertakes to achieve a personal career plan. 
Succession planning is the strategic and deliberate effort to develop competencies in potential             
employees through specific and targeted learning, job rotation and training in order to fill key               
positions. It’s an effort to ensure leadership continuity; business grows changes and manages             
risk management. 
 
 
 



E-Competency Assessment/KPI* 
We help companies to design, develop a framework that Emphasizes on skills, experience with              
a focus on behavior Identify worker-based factors that help to differentiate between average             
and superior performance. Measure how well people apply their skill and knowledge.            
Eventually become tools for the organization to measure Skill, Knowledge & Behavior use in              
hiring, manage, grow & retain people with quality.  

E-Exit interview* 

A survey form when meeting a leaving employee that is generally conducted by human              
resources. Exit interview provides your organization with the opportunity to obtain frank and            
honest feedback from the employee who is leaving your employment. 

E-Information Portal*  

Real Time Information Portal with details turnover & up to date headcount by Department,              
Section, new joining, resigned, transfer listing & etc. System also allowed HR to monitor              
employee turnover headcount by the selection of month & year. 
 
E-Man Power Planning* 
The process that help HR management to determine the manner in which an organization              
should move from point A to point B, in terms of manpower. A platform for HR used to plan the                    
company staffing levels effectively and within budget. Planning calculates the correct turnover            
of employees for the business, as well as the appropriate skill sets to meet company goals.                
Workforce planning is a continuous process that ensures a business has the appropriate staff              
levels at all times. 
 
E-Talent Management* 
Talent management module is combination of an integrated software solution that covers the             
full scope of talent management, which covers the recruitment, employee hiring process.           
Human Resource management includes Payroll, benefit, Leave entitlement,        
performance management, training and development, compensation management and     
succession planning.  
 

*Optional & Customization 


